NEVADA PAINT HORSE CLUB JUNE 2006
President Gary Avery called meeting to order at 9:30 A.M.. No minutes
were read as this is the first business meeting for 2006.
Shirley Ruby who took over the office of NPHC Treasure on April 1st gave the
following treasure reports. At US Bank, The club has two $5000.00 CD’s, the youth
scholarship account has a balance of $1147.08 and checking balance is $2722.31.
The new checking account at Wells Fargo has a balance of $460.00. The CD’s will
mature at US Bank on June 27th at which time all accounts will be moved to Wells
Fargo. The Board of Directors approved this move due to the fact that US Bank is
charging us a monthly service fee and additionally an Analysis charge sometimes up
to twice a month and for varying amounts. As a non-profit group we qualify for
free checking at Wells Fargo.
Old Business: Sharon gave a brief show report which included that for the first time
there was a problem with shavings being taken from other exhibitors stalls.
If the problem persists, no stalls will be unlocked until each exhibitor arrives on the
grounds. Roy gave a breakdown of how many classes horses entered. This was so
everyone could see how many horses were benefiting from the day fees. Gary then
apologized for what many felt was the worst set of judges we have had in a long
time. All in all, the show was well attended which is a plus as many shows are down
in horses and entries as the 2006 show season rocks along.
New Business: Discussion turn to the NCCC. After their last meeting on 5/21/06,
participating clubs were asked to vote on increasing the NCCC membership for
2007 to $20.00 and the horse nomination fee to $15.00. After discussion, NPHC
members voted yes. NCCC has fewer sponsors and fewer members this year.
(NPHC voted not to sponsor when the 4 Judge shows were no longer approved by
NCCC.) Next we were asked to vote on the recommendation that the NCCC not
offer 3rd place awards to youths in order to reduce expenses. The general consensus
was that taking awards away from the youths was not a good step. Kelly Waugh
said that this involves approximately 9 awards and that the awards had been
plaques in the past. Discussion followed and a motion was made and seconded that
NPHC will sponsor monogrammed halters for these estimated 9 youth awards.
Motion carried.
There was discussion on the envelopes passed out by Churchill County Park & Rec.
For dry camping @ $5.00 per night and plugging in to the barns @ $12.00 per nite.
Sharon will find out the status on this before the July show.
Next Meeting will be Saturday July 29th at NPHC show. Time to be announced.
Submitted by Sharon Avery, Secretary

